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IS YOUR PRINTING A WALL FLOWER?

A..C. REITELBACH

LIKE AN ATTRACTIVE GIRL—ATTRACTIVE
PRINTING GETS ALL THE ATTENTION.

IF YOU WANT YOUR PRINTING TO KEEP STEP WITH THE
TIMES, BE ADMIRED BY ALL, USE OUR HANDSOME TYPE
FACES, BRILLIANT NEW INKS, AND LIVELY PAPERS THAT
TRAVEL WITH THE BEST CROWDS. HOLD TIGHT TO
QUALITY AND COMPETITION WONT CUT IN.

THE UNIVERSAL PRINTING COMPANY
428 SOUTH HIGH STREET PHONE ADams 2546

The Mt. Vernon
Bridge Company

Designers, Fabricators and Erectors of

STRUCTURAL STEEL

of

EVERY DESCRIPTION

Blast Furnaces

Skip Bridges

Ore and Coke Bins

Railway and Highway Bridges

Viaducts and Trestles

Mills and Factory Buildings

M T . V E R N O N - - O H I O

BURR-PATTERSON
AND AULD CO.

1808 North High Street

Columbus, Ohio

Fraternity Jewelers
to
Theta Xi

Triangle

Alpha Chi Sigma

Alpha Rho Chi

Engineer's Council

Texnikoi

Eta Kappa Nu

Sigma Xi

Quadrangle Jesters

BARTON KAGEY, Manager
O. S. U. - 1923

LUFKIN TAPES and RULES
FOR EVERY MEASURING REQUIREMENT
All standard patterns, including those designed especially for

Engineering and Surveying, Mine work and Con-
struction. All are reliable and durable.

Send for Catalog

SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

THE LUFKIN RULECO.
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G-E Campus News

CABLE-GRAM
It's not easy to tell you how, for many years, G-E
chemists have been fiddling around with Glyptal
(a synthetic resin of the alkyd type, made from
phthalic anhydride and glycerine as base materials);
or how, in studying high-molecular-weight organic
compounds, they found that the flexibility of Glyptal
could be varied by changing the length of the chains
of the polyesters—ho, hum! But you may be in-
terested in knowing that Glyptal compounds make
excellent printing rolls, tooth-brush handles, gaskets,
ash trays, automobile finishes, and—what not.

These chemists not long ago turned out Glyptal-
cloth insulation for cable. Soak it in oil; it won't
care. Heat it to 200 degrees F., if you wish. Its re-
siliency is remarkable; its tenacity, terrific; its
durability—it makes other insulations seem like
wrapping paper.

"X-RAY AS YOU GO"
It 's just the thing for customs inspectors, veter-
inarians, baggage men, and detectives—this new
portable x-ray announced not long ago by J. H.
Clough, U. of Rochester, '16, new president of the
G.E. X-Ray Corporation.

The set can be toted around easily, and operates,
safely, from an ordinary light socket. It will make
x-rays of the human body, industrial fluoroscopic
examinations, and radiographs of locked trunks,
suspicious packages, and the like. I t is particularly

adapted to making x-rays of animals and for use in
cases where the machine must be moved to the
patient. A layman can operate it easily and with
safety.

It brings the x-ray within practicable reach of the
veterinarian. The first set built was rushed from
exhibition at Chicago to Belmont Park, and there
used to inspect the right forefoot of one of the best-
loved horses of the modern turf, which was on the
point of being prematurely retired for a puzzling
lameness. So simple and quiet was the operation
of the x-ray that the horse was not in the least
nervous. "Well, well, boys," neighed Equipoise, " I 'm
sure glad you came along."

99.9909% PERFECT
Soap that's "99.44 per cent pure" may be pretty
good, for soap; but in the matter of reliable control
of street lights—well, lend your ears.

Carrier current controls the street lighting in one
district of Springfield, Mass. In the last year there
have been but 32 failures (from all causes, lightning
included) in 350,928 controller operations. That's
within .0091 per cent of perfection.

Carrier current makes use of wires and transformers
already installed, avoiding duplication and con-
gestion of circuits. In Springfield, a 700-cycle current,
transmitted for eight seconds, operates 481 con-
trollers, turns on 675 lights. Used 30 seconds, it
turns them off. A second frequency of 460 cycles
is available to control off-peak water heaters and
other devices. This is the only G-E installation
of its kind—a temporary distinction, we hope.

C. E. Jennings, Ohio State, '12; F. M. Rives, U. of

Texas, '23; and J. L. Woodworth, U. of

Idaho, '24, were responsible for this job.
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